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I am concerned that"""
There is a special gift of love and hope

from God that is give to every parent at the

birth of their child. It can be described as a

powerful force encircling every Parent.

Within this circle, God is ever present, and

every problem encountered by manking is

controled and conquered'

Now, some know it as the ability to

change diapers and cleaning up vomit without

dying. Others have seen it in the following

ways as I have. It breeds hope for tomonow,

when today seems impossible to endure.

Every time a crying infant is silenced by

the power of Mom's soft embrace. I've seen

it as this love beams with excitement when

that hand held behind the bike is released for-

evel.

I've observed it with great wonder as a

full ear is given to a child's trivious chitter

chatter.

It stimulates an ocean wave across a

room as Dad gives toddler a stern look of dis-

approval, thus resulting in an immediate quiet
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cry. On that same Dad nodding permission

with half of a smile to trigger a jump of joy.

What control and force ! It can only be

supernatural !

I've felt sparks appear as a pair of tiny

hands grasp my pant pocket when strangers

approached,

It's been tested whenever the teenager is

given car keys and sPending moneY'

In its maturity, it becomes a warm sum-

mer breeze through an open door where gen-

tly arms await a prodigal child.

Parental love is miraculous, but then

God's love is miraculous in Himself

Be aware of it, be aware of Him

Be thankful for it, be thankful for Him.

Nourish, cherish, treasure it' lrt the love

grow at its own pace, allow time. Give it

room to transform to each individual and sit-

uation.

Be creative to express it and do so often.

Be positive, God will always be there so

love will always to exist. A
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